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Content of Work

The digital transformation in the architecture, engineering and construction sector (AEC) goes along

with the development of digital representations of buildings. These so-called building information

models contain, apart from a building’s geometry, also features like material, weight, physical

properties, manuals, certifications, etc. While the creation of such models in the planning phase of a

building is already being adopted by industry, yet the usage of building information models on

construction sites remains limited. While prior studies highlight many potential productivity

improvements, yet we do not clearly know, whether these expected benefits can be realized in real-

world applications. To answer this question, the student should identify at first potential mixed reality

applications and their expected benefits in the construction phase of a building. Following, an

experimental setup should be designed to compare a standard construction process with a process

assisted by a mixed reality application. Besides the change in productivity, the student should also

measure user acceptability and technology robustness. After successful lab testing, experiments

should be carried out on a construction site under real-world conditions. Based on the field study’s

results and the reviewed literature, the student should finally be able to assess the chosen mixed

reality application’s industry readiness.
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Work Packages:

• Literature review on mixed reality being applied to construction sites

• Design of an experimental setup for a mixed reality assisted construction process

• Lab testing followed by field-testing on construction site with the industry partner

• Intermediate and final presentation

• Written report, preferably in English (German is also possible)
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Background

This work is co-supervised by an industry partner in the architecture, engineering and construction

sector. The student will not only be able to deliver a valuable scientific contribution but also to provide

solutions for practice.
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Abstract:

Within this work, the student should investigate

on productivity improvements through mixed

reality assisted work tasks in construction

processes. This involves the opportunity to

design an experimental setup and to conduct a

field study on a construction site in Switzerland.

The student should then discuss the field

study’s results against the backdrop of prior

studies in the field. As a result, the student

should asses the industry readiness of the

chosen mixed reality application from a

productivity, technology and user perspective.
Source: https://www.itbusiness.ca/news/vr-and-ar-will-thrive-in-the-

enterprise/88495


